Slide Deck
Understanding
Manifestation and
Personal Honesty

Manifestation
Exercise, wanted, needed, attractive
achievement, reward, acceptance.
appreciated, valued, vision on track,
Helping others, outdoors, gratitude,
sunlight, positive feedback, success,
home, being liked, good food, loved.

Bad diet, starch, red meat, set
backs, disappointment, cold,
darkness, disconnection,
isolation, disengagement,
failure, disenfranchised,
hopeless, negative, reactive.

Meaning, purpose, vision
priorities, presence, gratitude,
goals, focus, intensity, caring,
generosity, kindness
love, joyful, giving, love, inspired
imagination, values on track,
authenticity.
Emotional, unchallenged,
over-worked, underworked, under-committed,
critical, cruel, angry,
oppressor, sad, tired,
wounded.

De-Manifestation

Bucket
TAKING CREDIT List GIVING BLAME

Manifestation
Direct all Energy
Into Purpose, Inspiration
Vision = Love.

Connect to the
Unlimited Sources
of Energy.

YOUR PURPOSE
Inspiration and Vision

On Purpose No Energy
Is Wasted…

On Purpose Even Taken
Energy Creates Results

Manifestation

Learn what builds Energy

Learn how to Direct Energy

V.I.P
Vision, Inspiration, Purpose
Prevent the loss of
energy

Practice and know how
to Store Energy

Manifestation
Sunlight, fresh air, enthusiasm,
positive, affirmative, grateful, beauty,
engaged, love, happiness, giving,
kindness, generosity, big vision,
compassion, exercise, good food, work
on priorities, hope, good home,
environment.

Imagination, walkachi, vision,
visualisation,prioritisation, affirmation,
repetition, focus, chunk it down,
Set small goals, daily habits, thankful,
values, no credit or blame. domestic,
Back on Track.

V.I.P
Vision, Inspiration, Purpose

Balance, centred, calm nerves, stretch,
exercise, sleep, helicopter, no worry,
leave work at work, itox, detox, talk
less, worry less, discard, good space,
immune system, nature, emotional
intelligence, big vision.

Overflowing dream board, no
excuses, no explanations, big
dreams, big visions, no victim, no
blame, feel lucky, feel blessed,
humble, thankful, mindful,
stillness, strong nerves.

Manifestation
The Source
Energy comes through you
Not from you.. Set out – connect and
Let it in.

The Distraction
Pain avoidance… self deception
The Four Apetites of the Ego:
Sex
Greed
Stomach
Pride.

The Direction
There are seven directions, seven loves.
Family, Money, Friends, Social, Career, Health
Spiritual (purpose). All with Love and Purpose.

The Pathway
Observation – Detachment at Will
Trust – Home ground advantage
Connection – Relationships built on love
Self Reliance – Self and other equality
Equanimity – The balance of foresight
Transgender – Masculine and Feminine Self
Meaning – Work with a purpose > self
Conviction – Visions to dream and die for
Love – An appreciation for life as it is
Health – The mental & physical vitality of life
Wisdom – Humility to learn
Honesty – To admit when it hurts

STAYING ON TRACK – DAILY ROUTINE

Stop Loss

Discard

Self Talk

Direct

Cellular

Build

Store

Vision

Environment

Values

Chris’ Daily Checklist

How It Works
Grace
Detached and energy in
potential. Formless,
timeless, non local. Infinite.
universal

Destruction
The masculine principle is to
turn the status quo into
rubble and create new
potentialities…opportunities.

Grace

Creation
Destroy

Create

Brings potential to reality, I.e
Manifestation - Turns
potential into matter, things,
material. Brings ideas to
form.

Self Honesty
Self Honesty - Detachment
Consciousness. Grace, No time. No
Space. Pure potential. Possibility.
Connection. Imagination.
Self
Honesty

Infatuation - Desire to Do and Have.
Vision. The desire to materialise – to
create, do and have, to ,make, fix,
improve, transform, own, build.

Boredom

Desire

Frustration

Resentment – Desire to Be.
Bored with what I’ve got, the desire to
be something bigger than what I’ve
got. Seeking Satisfaction.

The Wheel Keeps on Turning
Purpose
Inspired - 100% Satisfied

Your spiritual heart is
beyond the limits of the self.

Purpose

Lost momentum, lost
ambition, lost desire, lost
appetite we are afraid of
love.

Want what you haven’t got
Inspiration

Vision

Your desires keep you the
self, expanding, growing,
building, they keep you alive.

Segmented Triangle Diagrams
Sample Text
This is a sample text.
Insert your desired
text here.

Sample
Text

Sample Text
Sample Text
This is a sample text.
Insert your desired
text here.

Sample
Text

Sample
Text

This is a sample text.
Insert your desired
text here.

Purpose – Vision - Inspiration

Purpose

Your Hidden Drive
Your purpose drives
you even when you
don’t know what it
is…like looking for
your car keys when
they are already in
your pocket...

Vision

Inspiration

Your Outer Drive

Your Disrupter

Your vision drives
you even if it is just
for a new tomorrow
Bigger is better.
While vision is strong,
motive is strong, and
energy is strong.

You realise that what
you’ve been driving
toward isn’t as
rewarding as you
thought…you seek
resolution... Or bigger
vision.

Who are you?
A Simplified Idea
A truth behind a shell? That shell is often thick.
That truth is often buried beneath layers.
We are keen to find self honesty.
Do do so we must move between the shell
and the core without getting trapped half way.

No Get Trapped Half Way
Half Way – No Man (woman’s) land.
Between the outer shell, our identity and the
inner core, which is truth, there is a nightmare
of
hybrids,
thoughts,
ideas,
beliefs,
conditionings, emotions, fears, insecurities,
hopes, ideas, visions, dreams, ambitions,
desires, attachments, that we can call “muddy
water.” In Buddhist teachings it claims that if
we leave all that stuff alone, the mud will settle
and we will have clear water. I have a faster
and more reliable way.

The Metaphysics of Self
A Metaphysical Model (mysteries)
In this model you are as follows:
• Physical body …driven by the search for
pleasure over pain.
• Lower mind … Driven by the search to be
right.
• Astral body ... The presence and energy
surrounding you.
• Higher mind ... Seeking Purpose
• Soul …spaceless, timeless, formless.

The Complexity of Being You
Your Identity
The self you project to the world
through dress, actions and words..

Your Shadow
The opposite to your identity. You
hide through shame, guilt and fear.

Your Memories and Stories
The way you have interpreted, or
misinterpreted the past.

Your 7 Deepest Fears
Mostly inherited, often too painful
to face. Strong motivations.

Your Truth
What is often called your true
calling or true nature.

5 protective layers

The Simplicity of Being You?

Inspiration

Purpose
Vision

Self Honesty
Vision (feminine)
Know what you want,
why you want it, when
you want it and how you
want to get it. This is the
feminine side.

Purpose
This doesn’t abide by the vision or the
inspiration but has a purpose greater
than both. It’s where human will meets
divine will and we say we were born to
….. X,y, z …. This is the seat of
personal honesty.

Inspiration (masculine)
Know what you don’t
want, why you don’t
want it and how you are
going to avoid getting it.
Being reluctant to follow
your heart. Logical. This
is the masculine side.
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